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Towards An Algebra of  H i s t o r i c a l  Rela t ional  Databases 
Abstract .  In  search  of t h e  appropr ia te  semantics f o r  t h e  inc lus ion  of  
s t r u c t u r e s  and opera t ions  t h a t  w i l l  meet t h e  needs of  a wide c l a s s  o f  
use r s  i n t e r e s t e d  i n  a database system support ing temporal views o f  t h e i r  
d a t a ,  t h e  paper includes a discuss ion o f  many problems t h a t  must be 
addressed. S a l i e n t  f e a t u r e s  of  the  a u t h o r ' s  H i s t o r i c a l  Re la t iona l  
Database Model (HRDBM) a r e  presented,  and some s u b t l e  nuances t h a t  time 
br ings  t o  the  development of  an h i s t o r i c a l  r e l a t i o n a l  a lgebra  are 
i l l u s t r a t e d .  Along the  way, a number o f  observations and gu ide l ines  a r e  
presented t h a t  may he lp  guide the  search  f o r  an  h i s t o r i c a l l y  
r e l a t i o n a l l y  complete database model and query languages. 
KEYWORDS: h i s t o r i c a l  databases,  r e l a t i o n a l  d a t a  model, r e l a t i o n a l  
a lgebra ,  query languages, r e l a t i o n a l  completeness, h i s t o r i c a l  r e l a t i o n a l  
completeness. 
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1. Introduction 
In a previous paper [Clifford 831 we presented the Historical 
Database Model (HDBM), a theory of the semantics of an extended 
relational database model having time as a fundamental organizing 
principle. The present paper continues to explore such an HDBM, but from 
an operational perspective, in contrast to the denotational semantic 
view of the previous work. Whereas we previously defined a logical 
model theory for an HDB, we are here interested in defining a relational 
algebra for HDBs. This has proven more difficult than we imagined, not 
because of technical difficulties, but because of subtle semantic 
nuances caused by the introduction of time into the model. We thought 
that it might prove more informative, not to present a formal historical 
relational algebra in full detail, but rather to explore some of these 
issues, as they arise in our work and in the work of others in the area, 
and discuss notions relating to the correctness and completeness of such 
an algebra. By proceeding in this fashion we may open the door to more 
discussion of the desired properties and functionality of an HDBM 
before, perhaps prematurely, becoming bound to a fixed system 
definition. 
There are a number of goals that we believe can provide some 
perspective in our search for the "rightw model: 
1, It should, if at all possible, be a consistent extension of 
the traditional relational model. Thus, flat relations and the 
familiar relational algebra should be treated as a special 
case of the historical relational model. 
2. A corollary to this point, but one that bears emphasizing, is 
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that the proposed historical relational algebra be, in fact, 
an algebra. This is clearly one of the basic properties of the 
relational model, and one which we must be maintained. 
3. Less formalizable, but no less important, is the goal of 
semantic completeness; the model should be so natural as to 
accord with people's intuitive views of time and information 
over time, and so powerful as to allow the extraction of the 
temporal information that it contains. In this second sense it 
should be able to serve as a standard for defining the notion 
of "historical relational completeness,lt comparable to Coddls 
notion of "relational completeness." 
4. It must adequately address the issue of succinctness, or 
minimality, with respect to the temporal dimension, i.e., the 
structures seen by the user should contain only information at 
points in time when users record a change, yet the operations 
should allow the automatic inference of values at other time 
points wcoveredv by the database. 
5. Given the pervasiveness of the three-dimensional spatial 
metaphor for historical databases (the database as "cubes" ) , 
the model should if possible maintain this view at the 
external user's level. 
This part of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we 
discuss briefly some related work in the area. Section 3 presents 
salient features of the model that we have developed so far, along with 
a discussion of the reasons for some of the decisions we have made. 
Section 4 then discusses many of the subtleties inherent in a 
temporally-oriented database, in the context of developing extensions to 
the basic relational operations (project, select, and join) and two new 
operations, lltime-slicell and "when." Finally in Section 5 we discuss 
directions for future research. A running example throughout the text 
is a film-lover's database (Appendix, with apologies for errors, 
omissions and fabrications) significantly more rich in temporal 
information than many examples that stand behind some model proposals. 
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In discussing the issue of time and databases, we not infrequently 
encounter a "so what?1f attitude: isnf t it obvious that if you need to, 
you time-stamp your data. Two points can be made in response to this 
attitude. First, a point we have made before, none of the three great 
data models provides any mechanism at all for organizing temporally- 
oriented data. It is the purpose of this paper to present the second 
point, namely, that time is something so taken for granted that its 
exact nature is highly elusive. Thus, while it is not technically 
difficult to come up with a consistent model having various algebraic 
operations defined, intuitively it is far from obvious which operations 
are appropriate, meaningful, and correct. As Augustine of Hippo long 
ago observed: "What, then, is time? If no one asks me, I know; but, if 
I want to explain it to a questioner, I do not know." (Confessiones XI, 
XIV). 
2. Previous Work 
Although there are a number of researchers active in the area of 
temporal database models ( [Bolour et al. 821 and [Ariav 
83a] respectively survey the literature and delineate the major research 
areas) to date there has been no really comprehensive treatment of an 
operational view of these databases. There have, however, been some 
attempts in this direction. In the Time Relational Model (TRM) of 
[Ben-Zvi 821 a temporal dimension is added to ordinary relations, in a 
manner similar to the HDBM. Then an algebra for TRM is defined which, 
although internally consistent, is extremely limited. Essentially, all 
the operators on time-relations (3-dimensional) specify a "Time-ViewH 
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which "extracts a regular (two-dimensional) relation out of the Time- 
Relation." After this wone-shotu reference to the temporal dimension, 
the user must then work on this ffview" within the ordinary relational 
model. A true time-relational algebra, which would stay within the the 
space of time relations, is not defined. 
In [Ariav 83bl an extension to the query language SQL was defined, in 
an effort to incorporate temporal elements in a way that would not 
penalize users not interested in access to the historical data. Recent 
work in [Snodgrass 841 reports on a similar extension to the query 
language QUEL. One problem with this work is that its model contains two 
different types of objects, event relations and interval relations. This 
unduly complicates the model, particularly the definitions of the query 
language. Neither of these papers addresses the formulation of an 
historical algebra, so that many operational issues that the algebra 
forces you to consider are not treated. An unpublished manuscript 
[Ariav 841 looks at the issue of an algebra of historical relations, 
but because of certain assumptions built into their structure, have run 
into a number of problems. For instance, they have been unable to 
define a join that is symmetric (where AX I B = B 1x1 A). [Lum 
841 addresses the issue of the underlying data structures to support 
relational operations, proposing time-stamping of tuples and keeping 
current tuples in a relation. History tuples "belonging" to a current 
tuple are chained together in reverse time order. Dadan, Lum, and 
Weiner continue to explore implementation strategies for this model 
[ Dadan 84 1 . 
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In all of these studies, relations are viewed as 3-dimensional cubes, 
the third dimension being the time. The 3-dimensional structure is 
converted to relational tables (2-dimensional) by time-stamping the 
tuples. [Clifford 82a1, however, was the first to suggest a different 
view, one closer to the view of the intensional logic which provided the 
original impetus for the model in [Clifford 82bl and [Clifford 831. In 
this view time is incorporated into the relational model, not at the 
level of the tuples, but at the level of the attributes. In attempting 
to define an operational view of relational HDBs, the author has become 
even more convinced of the correctness of this treatment of time in 
historical relational databases. 
3. The HDB model 
3.1. m a t ,  then, is time?" 
Perhaps the best place to start in an enterprise aimed at adding time 
into a database model is in an examination of this new object, time. 
What kinds of objects are we going to allow users to treat as members of 
the set of times, and what properties will this set have? These are 
basic questions to any historical database model. About one property 
there has been little dissension: the set Time is a linear order, i.e., 
for any two times t1 and t2, either tl equals t2, tl is-less-than t2, or 
t2 is-less-than tl. Indeed this ordering is perhaps time's essential 
property. As to the members of the set, there has been less agreement. 
In [Clifford 831 it was treated as dense, essentially isomorphic to the 
set of reals. For two reasons, we now prefer to treat time as discrete, 
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and isomorphic t o  the  n a t u r a l  numbers. F i r s t ,  i t  is clear t h a t  any 
recording instrument must have a t  b e s t  a f i n i t e  sampling quantum, and 
second, any p r a c t i c a l  domain (o r  language) t h a t  we might d e f i n e  f o r  time 
a t t r i b u t e s  i n  an HDB would have a t  most a countably i n f i n i t e  set of  
names f o r  time moments o r  time i n t e r v a l s .  Thus while it  may be 
phi losophica l ly  o r  t h e o r e t i c a l l y  i n t e r e s t i n g  t o  consider  a continuum of  
moments of  time, from a p r a c t i c a l  s tandpoint  the  n a t u r a l  numbers seem a 
more use fu l  candidate f o r  modelling t h e  p roper t i e s  of  da tabase  time. 
A few other  genera l  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  the  set Time w i l l  emerge a s  we 
d i scuss  some of the  opera t ions ,  but i n  genera l  we adopt t h e  p o s i t i o n  
t h a t  t h e  model should say  a s  l i t t l e  a s  poss ib le  about Time except  f o r  
p r o p e r t i e s  t h a t  a r e  e s s e n t i a l  t o  its proper use. The s p e c i f i c  elements 
of Time a r e  bes t  l e f t  f o r  the  user t o  def ine .  Others,  f o r  example 
[Anderson 81 1 ,  have adopted a somewhat d i f f e r e n t  view, and have 
explored various a d d i t i o n a l  p r o p e r t i e s  of calendar systems, e t c .  
3.2. Where does time f i t  i n t o  the  model? 
Given some s t r u c t u r e  f o r  t h e  set Time, which f o r  t h e  moment w e  w i l l  
t ake  t o  be <T,BEFORE>, where T is some countable set and BEFORE a l i n e a r  
order  on T, the  quest ion of how bes t  t o  f i t  t h i s  s t r u c t u r e  i n t o  t h e  
r e l a t i o n a l  model n a t u r a l l y  a r i s e s .  In  most o f  the  work t o  d a t e ,  (e.g., 
[ Klopprogge 8 1 1 , [C l i f fo rd  83 1 , [ Snodgrass 84 1 , [ Ariav 83b 1 , [ Ben-Zvi 
821) some form of t u p l e  time-stamping has been adopted. I n  a t t empt ing  
t o  de f ine  an opera t ional  view of  HDBs we have become convinced o f  t h e  
correc tness  of the  view we f i r s t  proposed i n  i n  [ C l i f f o r d  @a] ,  which 
t r e a t s  time a s  a component of t h e  a t t r i b u t e s  r a t h e r  than t h e  t u p l e s .  
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Consider the  following r e l a t i o n  EREL, where each t u p l e  is time- 
stamped, and consider how we might de f ine  the  l lproject ionw opera tor  f o r  
such an  organizat ion.  
EREL ( E x  
Pe te r  
Pe te r  
Margi 
Margi 
Margi 
Jack 
Jack 
STATE SAL DEPT ) 
Shoe 
Shoe 
Shoe 
Shoe 
Shoe 
Linen 
Shoe 
Two p o s s i b i l i t i e s  r e a d i l y  suggest themselves. For example, consider  t h e  
p ro jec t ion  of t h i s  r e l a t i o n  onto the  SAL a t t r i b u t e .  I f  we simply p r o j e c t  
out  t h i s  column, we g e t  the  two-dimensional r e l a t i o n  on the  lef t ;  i f  we 
want t o  remain within the  space of h i s t o r i c a l  r e l a t i o n s ,  and p r o j e c t  
both the  STATE a t t r i b u t e  (by m) and the  s p e c i f i e d  a t t r i b u t e  (SAL), we 
g e t  the  h i s t o r i c a l  r e l a t i o n  on the  r i g h t :  
( SAL ) (STATE SAL) 
The f i r s t  method is c l e a r l y  worse; we have no idea  w h e n  t hese  amounts 
were earned, i f  they are a l l  current  s a l a r i e s  (no) ,  if  they are r e l a t e d  
i n  some way (yes ,  but  how?), e t c .  The second technique is considerably  
b e t t e r .  More information is present  (al though one of the  two d u p l i c a t e  
tup les  <4.6.80,32K> was el iminated i n  making t h e  r e s u l t  a s e t ) ,  b u t  we 
still a r e  not  given any r e l a t i o n s h i p s  among t h e  tup les .  We have l o s t  
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what, in intensional logical terms, are called the "individual concepts" 
(ICs) -- the salary l'ofN Margi, the salary "of" Peter, etc. These ICs 
are functions from times to dollar amounts, and projecting in this 
fashion loses the functions, or the llof-nessw of salaries. Non-key 
attributes are always related in this "ofv way to the "objectn given by 
the key value. The "pure" relational model did not have to deal with 
this, essentially semantic, point, although the RM/T ex tension [Codd 
791, and other semantic extensions to the RM have had to consider it 
bog., [ Sciore79 79 I , or [~ammerMcleod78 78 I .  ) It appears that a proper 
treatment of HDBs must do likewise. (Note that a projection onto DEPT 
might seem to avoid this issue; after all, {<Shoe>,<Linen>) appears to 
be a reasonable result. But again, we have lost the tlof-nessll of the 
use of the DEPT attribute in EREL; if we want information about 
departments, we should probably be examining a different relation, one 
llabout" departments. 
There are other compelling reasons for considering STATE as a 
component of the attributes, including the following: 
1. different attributes may be measurable/recordable at different 
rates (days, months, seconds, . , . ) ; 
2. some attributes are inherently not time-varying (e.g., 
BIOLOGICAL-GENDER), and should not be encumbered with a 
tuple's time stamp; 
3. attributes vary over time in different ways (how many is open 
question), e,g. continuous functions (e.g., TEMPERATURE), 
aggregates over an interval (e.g . , SALES-VOLUME) , and step 
functions (e.g., MANAGER); 
4. when a change occurs, it is generally to the value of an 
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individual attribute, not to the values of all of the 
attributes in a tuple. 
There are at least two important ramifications of this view. The 
first is that relations in our model are no longer in First Normal Form, 
since the domain for time-varying attributes is non-simple. (However, 
the structure of domains is precise, highly constrained, and exploited 
by the algebraic operations.) The second is that with attributes 
differing along various time-related dimensions, it becomes necessary to 
define some underlying "basictt view of time for the database. This is 
necessary in order for the enterprise to be modelled with a consistent 
view of time; it becomes crucial when we consider, as in the join 
operation, the interaction between relations. 
4. Overview of the model 
In the model that we have developed, an historical database consists 
of a collection of historical relations, each one defined over some 
interval of time (typically, but not necessarily, beginning at some 
point t and continuing to the present, or NOW). (The examples in the 
Appendix will be referred to as we present the model and issues of 
time. 1 
The set T& is a set of times, {t1,t2, . . . ) that is at most 
countably infinite, with a linear order BEFORE, i.e. 
BEFORE = t i  1 ti is before tj >). This set serves as the 
underlying domain of times for the entire database. 
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In order to provide a full treatment of time, we have found it 
necessary to distinguish between three different kinds of attributes: 
1. Constant attributes (CA), such as BLOOD-TYPE in DIRECTORS, 
which are time invariant and hence have simple domains. 
2. Time-varying attributes (TVA), such as STUDIO in DIRECTORS, 
which can potentially vary over time; the domains of these 
attributes are functions from Time to some simple domain. 
3. Temporal attributes (TA), such as YEAR in FILMS, whose domain 
is Time. 
These are called the temporal type of an attribute. The notion of 
CAs is of course related to the notion of the relation key: all 
attributes in a relation key must be CAs; the other non-key attributes 
can be of any temporal type. Also, it is important to note that the 
temporal type of an attribute is dependent upon the particular relation 
in which it appears (for instance, STUDIO in DIRECTORS is a TVA, but in 
STUDIOS it is a CA). We also point out that the inclusion of TAs (as in 
the relation FILMS) provides a solution to the problems addressed, e.g. 
in the use of two different types of relations, event relations and 
interval relations, in [Snodgrass 841. We believe that this greatly 
simplifies the model and its operations. 
In modelling objects and their properties over time, an essential 
property to consider is the lifespan of an object, i.e., the period of 
time during which the object and its properties are being modelled in 
the system. Every historical database sys tem must address this 
fundamental issue ( [Klopprogge 81 1 ,  [Clifford 831). In our model we 
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assume that each relation has an associated lifespan which is a complete 
segment [START,END] of the set TIME; END is typically the present 
moment, NOW. As in [Clifford 831 (the Comprehension Principle), we 
assume that a base relation R has complete information about the 
"objects" that R models over its lifespan. Since objects can freely move 
into and out of our scope of interest (employees are hired, fired, 
rehired, etc.), we must also provide for modelling the lifespan's of 
individual objects. While there are several possible solutions to this 
problem, for the moment we are inclined to utilize a "does not existt1 
null value. Moreover, there is strong reason to believe that a "value 
unknown" null will be needed, since it is highly likely that in 
historical databases incomplete information, especially about the past, 
will abound. Accordingly our model uses three different null values: 
1. NULL1 : value of TVA becomes unknown at this point in time 
2. NULL2 : value of TVA becomes non-existent at this point in 
time 
3. NULL3 : value of TVA is unknown at any points in time 
The two-dimensional relational model provides two basic operations 
for reducing relations along each dimension: select along the "objectw 
(or tuple) dimension, and project along the attribute dimension. The 
third basic operation is the join, for combining two relations. It 
should come as no surprise, therefore, that in extending this model to 
three-dimensional relations, we will need, in addition to these 
operations, a reducing operation, which we call time slice, for the new 
third dimension. *~ost of the fundamental problems in building an 
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historical model can be illustrated by examining potential definitions 
for these operations. 
4.1. Projection 
On first glance, projection( n ) appears easy to extend; after all, 
we have not really altered the attribute dimension of our model. So, for 
instance , 
T ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  STUDIO (DIRECTORS) yields the relation: 
( N m  STUDIO) 
Sternberg 1924 --> MGM 
1926 --> Paramount 
1935 --> Columbia 
1938 --> MGM 
1952 --> NULL1 
Cukor 1930 --> Paramount 
1932 --> RKO 
1939 --> MGM 
1950 --> m L 1  
Hitchcock 1927 --> Brit. Intl. 
1934 --> Gaumont 
1938 --> Gainsborough 
1939 --> RXO 
1951 --> Warner Br. 
1954 --> Paramount 
1959 --> MGM 
1960 --> Paramount 
1962 --> Universal 
1964 --> NULLl 
However, consider the following projection, which discards all of the 
TVAs in its operand: 
~ N A M E , ~ ~ O O ~  TYPE (DIRECTORS) yields the relation: 
- 
(!&'!@ BLOOD - TYPE) 
Sternberg A 
Cukor 0 
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Hi tchcock AB 
Although this looks satisfactory, we must consider the question whether 
it is any longer an historical relation. If it is not, than we have 
abandoned our goal of defining an algebra, and if it is, then we will 
have to be especially careful in defining our other operations. For 
example, what would be the result of taking a TIME-SLICE of this 
relation at the time 1934? or at the time NOW? This issue, of nailing 
down our definition of the structures in an historical relational model, 
will be addressed again when we consider some other operations. 
4.2. Selection 
Since we have expanded our notion of domains to include both simple 
domains, and structured domains (functions from TIME to a simple 
domain), we can expect that the definition of select ( a , which 
reduces along the value dimension, will be significantly affected. In 
fact, although most people have felt that JOIN was the difficult 
operation, most of the problems that arise in defining an historical 
relational model can be illustrated in considering o, which will be 
easier since we can look at only one relation. (Since a can simulate a 
JOIN, it is no surprise that both operations address similar problems.) 
We will consider seven examples. 
Select Example 1: Select on CA 
'(NAME = Hepburn) (STARS ) 
( NAME DIRECTOR BLOOD - TYPE) 
Hepburn 1932 --> Cukor A 
1938 --3 Hawks 
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1940 --> Cukor 
1953 --> NULL 
S e l e c t  Example Se lec t  on TA 
( FLLM STUDIO YEAR) 
The Devil is a Woman Paramount 1935 
Sy lv ia  S c a r l e t t  RKO 1935 
Since  both CAs and TAs a r e  simple domains, they requ i re  no change t o  t h e  
s tandard  d e f i n i t i o n  of o. TVAs, however, present  s p e c i a l  problems. 
There poss ib le  values can be given by the  user a s  t h e  s e l e c t i o n  
criteria: the value of  a TVA a t  a s p e c i f i e d  time (Exs, 3, 4 & 5 ) ,  t h e  
va lue  of  a TVA f o r  some time (Ex .  6 ) ,  o r  ( r a r e l y ) ,  t he  value o f  t h e  TVA 
f o r  t h e  o b j e c t ' s  e n t i r e  l i f e s p a n  (Ex.  7 ) .  
S e l e c t  Example 3: Se lec t  on T B ,  
Member of Function Given 
o ( ~ ~ U D I O (  1937) = MGM) (LAWYERS) 
(LAWYER STUD I 0  SALARY) 
Howell 1924 --> MGM 1924 --> 3013: 
1930 --> Paramount 1925 --> 35K 
1937 --> MGM 1937 --> 4013 
1940 --> NULLl 1940 --> NULLl 
I n  t h i s  example the re  a r e  no d i f f i c u l t i e s ;  Howell is t h e  only  lawyer 
working f o r  MGM i n  1937, and both o f  h i s  TVAs a r e  ~ x p l i c i t l y  de f ined  f o r  
t h i s  time. 
S e l e c t  Example Se lec t  on T m ,  
Member of Function Given 
a ( ~ ~ U ~ 1 0 ( 1 9 2 5 )  = MGM) (LAWYERS) 
(LAWYER STUDIO SALARY ) 
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Howell 1924 --> MGM 1924 --> 30K 
1930 --> Paramount 1925 --> 35K 
1937 --> MGM 1937 --> 40K 
1940 --> NULLl 1940 --> NULLl 
This  example h igh l igh t s  the  need f o r  an in te rpo la t ion  funct ion  f o r  TVAs, 
c a l l e d  a  Continuity Assumption i n  [Cl i f ford  831. Users must be a b l e  t o  
query the  database a t  w i l l  wi th  r e spec t  t o  time po in t s  o r  per iods ,  and 
y e t  the  database cannot possibly s t o r e  values f o r  every a t t r i b u t e  a t  
every point  i n  time. Thus, each a t t r i b u t e  must have an assoc ia ted  
i n t e r p o l a t i o n  funct ion ,  s o  t h a t  the  database system can recons t ruc t  an 
e n t i r e  time s e r i e s  over the  l i f e s p a n  of each ob jec t  from the p a r t i a l  
s p e c i f i c a t i o n  s tored .  A s  discussed i n  [C l i f fo rd  831, a  very common 
i n t e r p o l a t i o n  function i n t e r p r e t s  a  p a r t i a l  s p e c i f i c a t i o n  as a s t e p  
function.  
S e l e c t  Example 5: S e l e c t  on TVA, 
Members of  Function Given 132 
*(STUDIO( [ 1925,19401) = MGM) (LAWYERS ) 
(LAWYER STUDIO SALARY ) 
I n  t h i s  example a  range of  4imes is spec i f i ed ;  only those  lawyers who 
worked fo r  MGM throughout the  i n t e r v a l  [ 1925,19401 a r e  reques ted ,  and i n  
t h i s  ins tance  none f i t  the  b i l l .  
Se lec t  Example 6: S e l e c t  on TVA, 
Value from Range Given 
'(STUDIO = Warner B r . )  (LAWYERS) 
(LAWYER STUD I0 SALARY) 
Rosen 1912 --> Universal 1945 --> 70K 
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1923 --> Warner Br. 1953 --> NULL1 
1930 --> NULLl 
1945 --> RKO 
1953 --> NULL1 
MeManus 1923 --> Warner Br . 1923 --> 35K 
1930 --> NULL1 1926 --> 40K 
1930 --> NULL1 
In this example the user can ask for all tuples that have the value of 
Warner Br. for a x  point in time in their STUDIO function; it mirrors an 
existential quantifier over times. 
Select Example 7: Select on TVA, 
Entire Function Given 
a (STUDIO = 1923 --> Warner Br. 
1930 --> NULL1 ) (LAWYERS) 
( ]LAwya STUDIO SALARY) 
McManus 1923 --> Warner Br. 1923 --> 35K 
1930 --> NULL1 1926 --> 40K 
1930 --> NULLl 
For completeness, a o. completely analogous to the traditional a can be 
defined, where the user gives the entire value for a TVA and asks for 
all tuples having this value. This flavor would be extremely rare, and 
syntactically quite messy. Note that it is the om flavor involving 
TVAs which could be defined without reference to the function structure 
of the TVA domain. 
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4.3. Time Slice 
In a sense Time Slice ( T ) is a kind of 0, in which a value from 
the domain of a TVA is given. However, it is more general in that it 
allows the selection across all of the attributes in the relation. It is 
for this reason that it deserves treatment as an independent operator 
across a third dimension. Again, some examples will illustrate the 
problems in defining an appropriate semantics. 
TIME SLICE Example A Point in T& (1) 
'( 1938) (DIRECTORS) 
(m STUDIO BLOOD - TYPE) 
Sternberg 1938 --> MGM A 
Cukor 1938 --> MGM 0 
Hitchcock 1938 --> Gainsborough AB 
As pointed out earlier in the discussion of Projection, there is a 
problem with reducing historical relations to flat ones. The Continuity 
Assumption and Comprehension Principle were defined to allow us to 
simulate three-dimensional relations, information complete over some 
time interval, out of much simpler stored relations; we must not fall 
into the trap of defining operators that subvert this end. Specifically, 
this relation is less information-bearing than the base relation from 
which it is derived; we must not allow operations to apply the 
interpolation function of the base relation and incorrectly infer, for 
example, that Hitchcock worked for Gainsborough in 1939. This issue has 
been overlooked in any of the system proposals to date. Our current 
solution is to attach a lifespan to each relation, and to have the 
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operands of the algebraic operations be relations and their lifespans. 
The lifespan of a relation is simply an interval [tl,t2] over which, as 
in the Comprehension Principle, the relation is assumed to be completely 
defined. Thus the result of an operation is always a relation with a 
(possibly new) lifespan. Interpolation functions can be applied only 
over the lifespan of a relation; in this case the lifespan of the result 
is [1938,1938], and no problem need arise- 
TIME SLICE Example 2; A Point &? '!!? = 
T (  1927) (DIRECTORS) 
(NAME STUDIO BLOOD - TYPE) 
Sternberg 1927 --> Paramount A 
Cukor 1927 --> NULL1 0 
Hitchcock 7927 --> Brit. Intl. AB 
TIME SLICE Example Interval of Time 
T([ 1923,19351) (LAWYERS) 
(LAWYER STUDIO 
Howell 1924 --> MGM 
1930 --> Paramount 
SALARY) 
Rosen 1923 --> Warner Br. 
1930 --> NULLl NULL3 
McManus 1923 --> Warner Br. 1923 --> 35K 
1930 --> NULLl 1926 --> 40K 
1930 --> NULLl 
This example highlights the need for understanding the difference 
between the lifespan of a tuple and of a relation. the lifespan of this 
result relation is, of course, the interval of the time slice, 
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[ 1923,19351 ; however, the  l i f e s p a n  o f ,  f o r  ins tance ,  the  tup le  with key 
Howell, is [1924,19351. Notice a l s o  t h a t  not  a l l  a t t r i b u t e s  need have 
va lues  i n  a  t u p l e  (e.g., SALARY i n  Rosen tup le )  f o r  the  r e s u l t  t o  be 
meaningful -- hence the  system must be a b l e  t o  generate n u l l  va lues  i n  a 
r e s u l t  . 
TIME SLICE Example 4= 
I n t e r p o l a t i o n  vs Non-interpolation 
'( 1925) (STUDIOS ) 
(STUDIO HEAD NUN - FILMS) 
MGM 1925 --> Mayer 1925 --> 10 
Paramount 1925 --> Schulberg 1925 --> 12 
Warner B r .  1925 --> J. Warner NULL3 
Universal  1925 --> Laemmle NULL2 
A p o i n t  t h a t  is a l s o  overlooked i n  e x i s t i n g  models is t h a t  t h e r e  a r e  
d i f f e r e n t  ways o f  modelling da ta  over time, and these  need t o  be 
r e f l e c t e d  i n  d i f f e r e n t  types,  o r  p roper t i e s ,  of  TVAs. In  t h i s  example, 
the  a t t r i b u t e  HEAD is i n t e r p o l a t a b l e ,  and uses a simple s t ep - func t ion  
in te rpo la t ion .  However, the  a t t r i b u t e  NUM - FILMS is inheren t ly  non- 
in te rpo la tab le .  From the  value of  NUM - FILMS a t  a given time p o i n t ,  we 
cannot i n f e r  anything about its value a t  any o ther  time point .  Note a l s o  
t h a t  the re  has t o  be a  b u i l t - i n  semantics of  the  d i f f e r e n t  n u l l s  ( e - g . ,  
T of  NULL3 should probably g ive  m L 3 ,  but  NULL2 is generated f o r  t h e  
case  o f  non- in te rpo la tab i l i ty ) .  
TIME SLICE Example 5: 
D-aggre~atable v s  Non-disagg~legatable Attrs. 
'(7/12/25) 
(STUDIO HEAD NUM - FILMS) 
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MGM 7/12/25 --> Mayer 
Paramount 
NULL2 
7/12/25 --> Schulberg NULL2 
Warner Br. 7/12/25 --> J. Warner NULL2 
Universal 7/12/25 --> Laemmle NULL2 
This final example illustrates the need for flexibility in the user 
interface, and the problems this engenders. Users should be allowed 
freedom to refer to time in ways that are natural to do so (in this 
instance, referring to a specific day), and the system should be able to 
(a) translate between different time representations and (b) know when 
values associated with larger intervals of time (years, e.g.) can 
correctly be associated with smaller intervals of time (days, e.g.) This 
requires an additional piece of information associated with an 
attribute, namely whether or not it is disaggregatable. In this example, 
the attribute HEAD can be disaggregated, but the attribute NUMFILMS 
clearly cannot; hence the result as shown. 
4.4. JOJN 
Most of the problems in understanding the meaning of historical JOINS 
are not essentially different from the problems we encountered with 
SELECT and TIME-SLICE, so we will not dwell on them here. However, we 
point out that in joining R1 with R2 the following cases need to be 
considered: 
1. R1 and R2 have no attributes in common (Cartesian Product 
should result). 
2. shared attributes are both CAs. 
3. shared attributes are both TVAs, 
4. shared attributes are TV and C. 
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5. shared a t t r i b u t e s  a r e  TV and T. 
One a d d i t i o n a l  i s s u e  t h a t  arises with the  J O I N  is t h e  i n t e r v a l  over 
which t h e  jo in  is t o  be performed. Given t h a t  t h e  l i f e s p a n  of  R1 is 
I t  = [ t l  , t a l  and of  R2,  I2  = [ t 3 , t 4 ] ,  t he re  a r e  two poss ib le  cases  t o  
consider  f o r  the  l i f e s p a n  of the  r e s u l t :  e i t h e r  the  i n t e r s e c t i o n  o r  the  
union of I 1  and 12. Since both of these  can have a reasonable 
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n ,  it  seems appropr ia te  t o  def ine  both a UNION-JOIN and an 
INTERSECTION-JOIN. 
4.5. B E N  
F i n a l l y ,  an a d d i t i o n a l  time-related operator  c a l l e d  WHEN ( R ), is 
introduced t o  provide a mechanism f o r  naming time values not  simply with 
cons tants  ( l i k e  1983) but  with expressions ( l i k e  WHEN A = v i n  r ) .  This  
unary opera tor  on r e l a t i o n s ,  unlike t h e  o ther  r e l a t i o n a l  opera to r s ,  
y i e l d s  a s  a r e s u l t  a set of times r a t h e r  than a r e l a t i o n .  It is used t o  
form temporal expressions which can se rve  a s  components o f  a T o r  a 
operat ion.  
Tn the  simplest  case  the  r e s u l t  of  is a connected i n t e r v a l ,  as i n  
the  f i r s t  example which y i e l d s  the  times when Cukor headed Paramount: 
WH @ample 1: I n t e r v a l  Result  
( ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 0 = ~ a r a m o u n t ,  Head=Cukor ) (STUDIOS) 
= [ 1919,19251 
Note t h a t  with t h i s  opera tor  a query such as "Who were the  lawyers a t  
Warner B r .  when Cukor headed Paramount" is e a s i l y  expressed:  
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'LAWYER ( '(Studio=Warner Br . ) 
( "C ( R ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ a r a m o u n t ,  Head=Cukor) (STUDIOS) ) 
In general, however, the result of $2 may be a set of disconnected 
intervals, as in the query for the times when Hitchcock directed for 
Paramount: 
m N  Example 2: Disconnected Intervals Result 
' ( S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ a r a m o u n t ,  Name=Hitchcock) (DIRECTORS) 
= 1[1954,19591,[1960,196211 
This implies that T and a must be able to deal with temporal arguments 
which are sets of intervals; for example, T must be able to time slice 
a relation at disjoint intervals, producing null values for the 
unselected time points. 
5. Summary 
We have presented a discussion of issues and problems related to the 
subtle interactions of time with the other components of the relational 
database model. These issues must be addressed by any system that hopes 
to provide a complete range of temporal structures and operations, or, 
in short, that merits being called an historical database model. We have 
presented the basic properties of a model that we are building to 
support a temporal view of data, and hope to spur further research into 
some of the problems we have addressed. 
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Appendix 
STUDIOS 
( STUD I0 HEAD NUM - FILMS) 
MCM 1924 --> Mayer 1924 --> 6 
1948 --> Schary 1925 --> 10 
1956 --> NULL2 1970 --> 15 
1970 --> Aubrey 
1974 --> NULLl 
Paramount 1919 --> Cukof 1919 --> 2 
1925 --> Schulberg 1925 --> 12 
1935 --> NULL2 1936 --> 10 
RKO 1945 --> Schary 1945 --> 10 
1948 --> Hughes 1946 --> 1 1 
1957 --> NULL2 1947 --> 12 
Warner Br. 1923 --> J. Warner 
1969 --> Ashley 
1972 --> NULL1 
NULL3 
Universal 1912 --> Laemmle 1930 --> 6 
1936 --> Blumberg 1937 --> 9 
1946 --> Spitz 1965 --> 1 1 
1952 --> Rackmil 
1955 --> Hunter 
1965 --> Wasserman 
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STARS 
(W 
D i e t r i c h  
Grant 
Hepburn 
DIRECTOR 
1930 --> Sternberg 
1937 --> Lubitsch 
1948 --> Wilder 
1950 --> Hitchcock 
1957 --> Wilder 
1958 --> Welles 
1959 --> NULL1 
1932 --> Sternberg 
1935 --> Cukor 
1938 --> Hawks 
1940 --> Cukor 
1941 --> Hitchcock 
1943 --> NULL 
1946 --> Hitchcock 
1960 --> NULL 
1932 --> Cukor 
1938 --> Hawks 
1940 --> Cukor 
1953 --> NULL 
BLOOD-TYPE ) 
0 
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DIRECTORS 
(NAME STUDIO BLOOD - TYPE) 
S te rnberg  1924 --> MGM A 
1926 --> Paramount 
1935 --> Columbia 
1938 --> MGM 
1952 --> NULL1 
Cukor 1930 --> Paramount 0 
1932 --> RKO 
1938 --> MGM 
1950 --> NULL1 
Hitchcock 1927 --> B r i t .  Inti. AB 
1934 --> Gaumont 
1938 --> Gainsborough 
1939 --> RKO 
1951 --> Warner Br. 
1954 --> Paramount 
1959 --> MGM 
1960 --> Paramount 
1962 --> Universal  
1964 --> NULL1 
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FILMS 
( F&M 
The Blue Angel 
Touch of Evil 
Angel 
Stage Fright 
Witness for the Prosecution 
A Foreign Affair 
Dishonored 
Shanghai Express 
Blonde Venus 
The Scarlet Empress 
The Devil is a Woman 
Suspicion 
North By Northwest 
No tor ious 
Sylvia Searlett 
Bringing Up Baby 
The Philadelphia Story 
A Bill of Divorcement 
Little Women 
Adam's Rib 
STUD I0 
Paramount 
Universal 
Paramount 
Warner Br. 
Un. Artists 
Paramount 
Paramount 
Paramount 
Paramount 
Paramount 
Paramount 
RKO 
MGM 
RKO 
RKO 
RKO 
MGM 
RKO 
RKO 
MGM 
YEAR) 
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LAWYERS 
(LAWYER STUDIO 
Howell 1924 --> MGM 
1930 --> Paramount 
1937 --> MGM 
1940 --> NULL1 
Rosen 1912 --> Universal 
1923 --> Warner Br. 
1930 --> NULL1 
1945 --> RKO 
1953 --> NULL1 
MeManus 1923 --> Warner Br. 
1930 --> NULL1 
SALARY ) 
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